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NBCU COMMITS TO $1B DATA-DRIVEN INVENTORY
ALTERNATIVE AUDIENCE GUARANTEES
As the television Upfronts and Digital Newfronts get
underway, NBCUniversal is getting a lot of attention
from advertisers for promising them more data-driven,
highly targeted media opportunities. The move to expand
NBCU’s cross-platform “Audience Symphony” includes
a commitment to offer $1 billion of data-driven inventory,
including the Enhanced Audience Targeting Platform and
programmatic TV. The array of premium assets includes
broadcast and cable networks, digital channels
and distribution partnerships, theme parks and
talent. Even before the Upfront marketplace
begins----NBCU’s official pitch isn’t until April
15—the media company says advertisers can
commit to new Symphony campaigns with fully
optimized, data-driven targeting and alternative
guarantees based on business priorities rather
than traditional metrics—in other words, ratings.
“By bringing together premium content at scale
with guarantees based on business priorities,
we’re giving clients the best of both worlds:
The audiences they need and the targeting they crave,
which is superior to other platforms,” said NBCUniversal’s.
Linda Yaccarino.
According to MediaPost, the $1 billion of inventory covers
about 17% of NBCU’s total Upfront commitments. Ad buyers
contacted for the MediaPost story said they were intrigued
by the NBCU offering focusing on targeted audiences, rather
than individual platforms. However, they also noted that “the
devil is in the details” so they want to know more—and they
want transparency. But it’s obviously good for NBCU to have
this buzz going into Upfront dealings.
NBCU says it is also enhancing its Audience Targeting
Platform (ATP) and Linear Programmatic offerings. Since
launching ATP in 2015, the advanced targeting capability
has only been available to certain brand segments and only
during the Upfront. NBCU is now making ATP optimizations
available to clients across all advertising categories, and
extending that opportunity to the scatter market and the
Upfront. Also, the Linear TV Programmatic offering NBCU
launched a year ago has only been
available on a limited basis in the scatter
market, but is now available in the
Upfront as well.
Viacom led the march to alternative
audience guarantees—in part as a
reaction to its feud with Nielsen over
declining ratings. This year Viacom
is also taking a different approach to
the Upfronts, opting for more intimate
smaller events rather than one huge
extravaganza. It began last week with
a pitch for Nickelodeon. The first big
event of this year’s Upfronts will be a
two-day affair www.SpotsnDots.com
by Disney next week in
Orlando.

ADVERTISER NEWS
General Motors’ sale of its European operations to
Peugeot won’t have direct impact on its U.S. business,
but it will relieve GM of doing business in a market where
it has been losing money steadily for almost twenty years.
GM’s global sales total (it was number three worldwide
last year behind Volkswagen and Toyota) will drop by
about 1.2 million vehicles annually……In a totally different
GM note, it will expand its Maven car-sharing service
in Los Angeles and San Francisco to offer
a vehicle for up to 28 days, with the rental
fee (about $1500 for a Tahoe for example)
including a dedicated parking spot, a $100
gas card and insurance). Plans are to roll out
the 28-day plan into more markets……RentA-Center is now reporting some metrics
monthly and January same-store numbers
weren’t good—in fact they were down 11.5%.
Better news came from the Acceptance
Now finance division, where same-store
sales in third party stores were up 2.5%......
Big Lots had a 0.3% same-store sales increase in the
fourth quarter, but after having reduced its store count,
total revenue was down 0.3%. It will test its “store of the
future” later this year in two undisclosed markets and
expand the test into other markets next year. Furniture
Today reports furniture will be a large part in the ‘store of
the future’ format……Midwest superstore chain Meijer will
open seven new stores in its six state footprint this year,
as well as remodel 22 others. It will also “cross the bridge”
and expand into Michigan’s Upper Peninsula as part of
the year’s expansion……Wingstop opened its 1000th unit
recently and also launched its first national TV campaign
“to provide us with more reach and frequency in existing
media markets and first-time coverage for smaller and
newer markets.” Domestic same-store sales were up 1%
in the fourth quarter for the chain that does about 75% of
its business as take-out orders with about half of all orders
coming over the phone and another 20% online……
(Continued on page 3)

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
NBC is putting together the creative team for its next
WKRN News 2, the ABC affiliate in Nashville, TN and
live musical event. Stage director Jerry Mitchell and livea Nexstar station, is currently seeking a Dynamic and
television director Alex Rudzinski have signed on to work
passionate Local Sales Manager to lead
on Bye Bye Birdie Live! Both Mitchell and Rudzinski
our local efforts. The LSM will be involved in
worked on Hairspray Live! for the network. Bye Bye Birdie
all aspects of the sales operation, including
will be written by Harvey Fierstein and star Jennifer Lopez,
overall budget and market share performance,
who will also executive produce along with Rudzinski. The
accurate forecasting, inventory control and
pair will also work together on NBC’s upcoming dance
team development. The successful candidate will be a
competition series World of Dance……Amy Acker will
motivational leader with a clear focus on new business
join Stephen Moyer, Emma Dumont, Percy Hynes White,
and digital revenue development. Qualified candidates
Natalie Alyn Lind and Jamie Chung
should apply at www.wkrn.com. EOE/
in the cast of the untitled Fox Marvel
M/F/V/D - No calls please!
Snapchat’s IPO launched
drama pilot. Acker will play the matriarch
Winter is here! If you would prefer to
on the stock market last
of a family with mutant children and deals
be
selling where summer never ends,
week. Or, to put it another
with the separation from her husband
WPBF 25, the Hearst owned ABC
way, something that your
(Moyer), while the family is on the run
Affiliate in sunny West Palm Beach
parents don’t understand just
and meeting up with an underground
has an opportunity for you! WPBF 25 is
launched on something
network of mutants……John Corbett
looking for a dynamic sales superstar
YOU don’t understand.
has joined the cast of Las Reinas, the
to join our fantastic sales team. The
new crime drama pilot in the works at
ideal candidate must have Broadcast
Jimmy Fallon
ABC. This will mark a return to broadcast
TV sales experience and possess the
TV for Corbett, who is best known
drive and ability to thrive on multiple
for his starring role in Northern Exposure. Corbett joins
platforms in a fast paced, highly competitive market. Your
previously announced cast members Daniella Alonso
creativity, originality, and passion for developing New
and Sonia Braga……This Is Us co-executive producers
Business will be encouraged and rewarded!   CLICK
Isaac Aptaker and Elizabeth Berger have been promoted
HERE to apply. EOE
to executive producers and showrunners for the freshman
WLBT, the Raycom-owned NBC and Bounce affiliate
NBC series. The pair will serve alongside creator/executive
in Jackson, MS has a rare opportunity for a dynamic
producer Dan Fogelman. The promotions are part of an
General Sales Manager. Candidates should have
overall deal made by Aptake and Berger with the studio
experience coaching, training and leading
behind the breakout hit, 20th Century Fox. This Is Us has
team members to consistently grow market
already been renewed for a second and third season by
share and new revenue streams. Three years
NBC, which will air the first season finale on Tuesday,
television sales management experience
March 14th……What About Barb?, the comedy pilot at
preferred; college degree preferred. This is
NBC has cast Jessica Gunning in the role of Barb, the
an excellent opportunity to work for a great station and
overbearing patient of a psychotherapist. Leah Remini will
company. Please apply online by CLICKING HERE and
play the psychotherapist in the comedy based on the 1991
send a cover letter, resume and references. No phone
film What About Bob? starring Bill Murray and Richard
calls please. EOE-M/F/D/V
Dreyfuss……Mary Murphy will return to the judges table
WSVN-7 FOX/Miami-Ft. Lauderdale currently seeks
for the 14th season of Fox’s So You Think You Can Dance.
a dynamic individual for an Account Executive position.
Murphy’s return comes as judges Paula Abdul and Jason
Need to have the ability to thrive in a fast paced,
Derulo are departing the show. The dance competition
competitive, multi-media environment. We are looking for
returns to the Fox prime lineup this summer……Ken Leung
a creative person to generate revenue by prospecting and
(Lost) has joined the cast of ABC’s Marvel’s Inhumans.
selling for television and a variety of digital opportunities.
Leung will play Karnak with the power to see the fault in
Responsible for attracting new clients, proposal
all things……. Reports indicate that the Big Bang Theory
preparation and presentations as well as maximizing
spinoff has found its young Sheldon. Iain Armitage (Big
revenue on existing account list. Please send resume to
Little Lies) is said to be the front runner as a child prodigy
Kim Witker at kwitker@wsvn.com. EOE.
growing up in Galveston, TX. Zoe Perry will play young
Sheldon’s mother, Mary Cooper. Perry’s real-life mother,
ECONOMIC NEWS
Laurie Metcalf, plays the same role in The Big Bang Theory.
The February retail sales report from the Commerce
Department will come out next week, and there’s some
DONE DEALS
thought the numbers might (perhaps misleadingly) indicate
Entravision Communications promoted COO Jeffery
a slowdown. The Wall Street Journal suggests late tax
Liberman to the additional position of President. He will
refunds may make the month look weak in comparisons
continue to lead the management and operation of all of
to February, 2016, when refund money was in the hands
Entravision’s radio, television and digital media properties,
of people earlier than this year. The Journal explains
and will continue to report directly to CEO Walter Ulloa.
a new law intended to reduce fraud prevented the IRS
Liberman joined Entravision in 2000 following the company’s
from paying out refunds until several weeks later than in
acquisition of Latin Communications Group and has been
prior years and a large group of lower-income taxpayers
COO since 2012.
couldn’t get refunds until February 27 at the earliest.
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BUSINESS BYTES
ENTRAVISION MAKES DIGITAL ACQUISITION
Radio Shack may be “down for the count” this time
Entravision Communications announced a deal to
according to This Week In Consumer Electronics, which
acquire the business of Headway, a provider of mobile,
says General Wireless Operations (which runs the
programmatic, data and performance digital marketing
approximately 1500 stores left after the last reorganization
solutions primarily in the U.S., Mexico and Latin America.
and cutbacks) is reported to be about to file for bankruptcy
The digital advertising company focused on the Latino
protection. Additionally, a Bloomberg report adds that the
market was founded in 2010.
impending bankruptcy filing will likely lead to liquidation
“The addition of Headway enhances the digital capabilities
this time rather than another attempt at reorganization.
that Entravision offers to our advertising and marketing
In the deal that saved the chain last time, Sprint
partners and our ability to target audiences and consumers,”
established in-store sections in most of the remaining
said Entravision CEO Walter Ulloa. The
Shacks but according to TWICE,
transaction is aimed at helping fulfill the
most of the Sprint sales reps have
goal of doubling Entravision’s digital
left Radio Shack stores, and there are
revenue to more than 20% of total
What did I learn getting fired
multiple reports of General Wireless
revenue.
today? Never walk behind
not paying vendors’ invoices…….With
Headway, headquartered in Buenos
your boss, poke his bald
supermarkets feeling the pinch from
Aires, Argentina, has 152 employees
spot and yell, “Hey, you’ve
diminishing same-store sales numbers
in 18 offices principally located in
got a hole in your haircut”.
(even Kroger reported negative comps
North and South America. Following
last week breaking a multi-year string
the closing of the transaction, Martin
of positives), Supermarket News says
Kogan will continue to lead the company
FunnyTweeter.com
the plans chains have for expansion in
as Chief Executive Officer, with Agustin
many markets will make things even
Echavarría Coll continuing to serve as
worse, as some “upside-down” markets continue to build
Chief Revenue Officer.
supermarket square footage faster than the markets’
population will grow. Analysis by Barclays Capital finds
ACCOUNT ACTIONS
that in the top 50 TV markets, 38 of them will see retail
Captain D’s has appointed Empower MediaMarketing
square footage growth greater than projected population
as its new media agency after a formal review. Carat
growth through 2018. Even some “hot” growth markets like
was the incumbent and participated in the pitch. The fast
Denver, Austin, and Tampa-St. Petersburg will see retail
casual seafood chain, owned by private equity firm Centre
footage increase more than the number of people to use
Partners, has around 520 outlets in 21 states and is currently
it, and markets including Buffalo, Grand Rapids, Memphis,
executing what it has termed a “rapid expansion” plan……
Chicago and Milwaukee, are deemed “unfavorable”
MediaPost reports that Indian Motorcycle tapped Team
markets for supermarkets to expand into with retail growth
One as its media agency of record, succeeding Haworth.
substantially more than population…… A small bank in
Publicis Groupe’s Team One has handled the brand’s
Utah failed last week with the Federal Deposit Insurance
creative advertising since 2014.
Corporation stepping in and arranging a sale to another
SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
institution, making the tally three failures so far this year.
That’s not necessarily the start of a trend, but it is notable
there were only five failures for all of 2016, and none at
this point last year.
ADVERTISER NEWS (Continued from page 1)
……Noodles & Company has already closed 39
underperforming locations with another 25 or so still to be
shuttered, but it’s also planning to open 14-17 new locations
this year in “lower risk, healthy, established markets.”
Same-store sales were down 1.3% at company-owned
locations in the latest quarter, but up 2% at franchised
units……Advertising Age reports Constellation Brands
has a big advantage over its rivals in the beer business—
its brands Corona and Modelo are growing, allowing
Constellation to increase ad spending without hurting
profits. The company’s Chief Marketing Officer told AA
he plans to increase ad spending by double-digits this
year....While the Oscars didn’t produce strong ratings by
historical standards, it did bring in an advertiser that rarely
uses television, Rolex, with an estimated $6.9 million in
spending, per Kantar Media data. Cadillac also debuted
new creative with about $8.2 million worth of inventory
in the program, as did Samsung with an estimated $6.9
million investment.
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